Introduction
============

The isothermal amplified nucleic acid detection has attracted substantial research interests,[@cit1]--[@cit3] and numerous isothermal amplification means have been developed and applied in homogeneous diagnostics, forensics, medicine, and agriculture.[@cit4]--[@cit6] These include nucleic acid sequence-based amplification (NASBA),[@cit7],[@cit8] signal-mediated amplification of RNA technology (SMART),[@cit9],[@cit10] rolling circle amplification (RCA),[@cit11],[@cit12] strand displacement amplification (SDA),[@cit13],[@cit14] and loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP).[@cit15],[@cit16] Isothermal amplification provides a rapid and efficient tool at a constant temperature without thermocycling required in traditional polymerase chain reaction (PCR).[@cit17]--[@cit19] This method can be performed under simple conditions (*e.g.*, water bath), which makes its applications more feasible on cell surfaces and even inside living cells. Unfortunately, these enzyme-mediated amplification schemes have the limitations of operating under conditions that might otherwise inhibit proteins. Recently, catalytic nucleic acids (DNAzymes)[@cit20]--[@cit22] have been engineered and adapted to construct autocatalytic or cross-catalytic nucleic acid circuits for homogeneously amplified detection of nucleic acids or small molecules.[@cit23]--[@cit26] However, the ease and accessibility of the DNAzyme substrates need to be solved before their universal applications can be extensively explored.

Nonenzymatic nucleic acid circuits, which are merely composed of hybridization and strand-displacement reactions, have also been applied for isothermal signal amplification purpose. For example, the hybridization chain reaction (HCR),[@cit27]--[@cit29] entropy-driven catalysis,[@cit30],[@cit31] and catalyzed hairpin assembly (CHA)[@cit32]--[@cit34] have been adapted to analytical applications. HCR involves the analyte-triggered cross-opening of two DNA hairpins into long dsDNA copolymers.[@cit27] It has been successfully utilized for detecting various nucleic acid analytes.[@cit35]--[@cit38] HCR has been further developed with a significant amplification capability by its conjugation with DNAzyme- or enzyme-mediated amplicons.[@cit39]--[@cit42] The coupled HCR--DNAzyme system is based on the tailoring of two hairpin structures that involve hybridization chain reaction only upon exposure to target DNA, yielding RNA-cleaving or Hemin/G-quadruplex DNAzyme nanowires that provide catalytic reporter units for the sensing events.[@cit39]--[@cit41] More efforts have been devoted to the reporter element of the amplification means, while rare interests are spent on nonenzymatic nucleic acid circuits themselves. More recently, a cascaded HCR--CHA circuit has been successfully developed for the amplified nucleic acid detection.[@cit43]--[@cit45]

An in-depth understanding of the comprehensive and complicated roles of microRNAs (miRNAs) requires the development of powerful intracellular imaging tools for visualizing the localization of endogenous miRNAs with low expression levels under *in vivo* conditions.[@cit46]--[@cit48] Until now, the *in situ* intracellular miRNAs imaging still remains a challenge for the following issues that need to be addressed before their extensive applications can be envisaged. First, the short nature of miRNAs needs high affinity probes or significant signal amplification methods to acquire detectable readout signals. Second, the cellular diffusibility of miRNAs brings tremendous deflection to the reliable and accurate localization of miRNAs inside living cells after these requisite incubation and washing steps of intracellular imaging experiments. Third, the varied expression levels of miRNAs in different cells requires the development of a versatile and robust signal amplification strategy. In addition, to carry out intracellular imaging implementations in living cells, two molecular concerns have to be considered and resolved: efficient intracellular delivery of imaging probes into cells, and considerably improved resistance of imaging probes to intracellular endo- and exo-nucleases. Various transfection approaches have thus been developed for highly efficient cytosolic delivery of DNA probes into cells.[@cit49]--[@cit51] Chemical modifications of the nucleic acid probes offers a considerably improved thermostability and nuclease resistance for molecular imaging at physiological condition.[@cit50]--[@cit52] With these approaches, the probes could be efficiently transferred into living cells for accurate and amplified sensing without interference from surrounding complex cellular components.

Here, we introduce a programmable paradigm for constructing an isothermal enzyme-free signal amplification platform that is based on the unpreceded concatenated hybridization chain reaction (C-HCR). A novel two-layered concatenated HCR-1/HCR-2 circuit with synergistic amplification performance was constructed as the simplest model system for homogeneous assay. The amplicon product of the upstream HCR (HCR-1) layer is used as a transmission trigger for downstream HCR (HCR-2) transduction amplifier, leading to the construction of a branched long dsDNA copolymeric nanostructure. We start the robust amplification strategy with HCR-1, where the initiator (**I**) motivates the successive cross-opening of two functional DNA hairpins, yielding copolymeric DNA nanowires consisting of the amplicon trigger (**T**) as a result of the primary recognition event. The reconstitute **T** then initiates downstream HCR-2 and transduces analyte recognition into an amplified fluorescence readout signal. Furthermore, C-HCR is inherently modular and scalable, requiring only the design of base-pairing between strands. Thus, a previously optimized C-HCR amplifier can be immediately adopted to new detection systems without redesigning the main circuitry and reporter constructs. This enables us to utilize C-HCR as a versatile and convenient sensing platform for highly sensitive and selective detection of other clinically important analytes, *e.g.* miRNAs, through a convenient and universal 'plug-and-play' approach. The sequential hybridization behaviors of C-HCR amplifier provide an efficient signal amplification in living cells, achieving a simple and accurate C-HCR imaging system. Furthermore, the low cellular diffusibility of the high-molecular-weight branched dsDNA copolymers, as compared with the high cellular diffusibility of DNA hairpin probes, offers a high signal-to-noise ratio and an excellent localization contrast in intracellular imaging research, facilitating a precise and accurate positioning of the analyte. The C-HCR scheme can be easily engineered to generate a sophisticated hierarchical structure of programmable and multiple order, which is infeasible for traditional HCR or CHA/HCR systems. In particular, the use of C-HCR transducer in living cell detection applications may lead to concomitant improvements in the convenience and programmability of isothermal enzyme-free reactions for intracellular biomarkers of interest, leading to an accurate *in situ* diagnoses and effective treatment of key diseases.

Results and discussion
======================

The isothermal C-HCR is composed of two successive HCRs, the upstream HCR-1 and downstream transducer HCR-2. The execution of HCR-2 is dependent upon the formation of a particular DNA nanostructure, an assembled HCR-1 nanowire, as schematically shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The upstream HCR-1 system consists of two hairpin nucleic acid structures **H~1~** and **H~2~**. **H~1~** includes the sequence a--b (red) that is complementary to the initiator (**I**). **H~2~** includes the domain b--c\* (green) that is complementary to the sequence c--b\* (red) of hairpin **H~1~**. **H~2~** is further elongated with domains d and e at its 5′- and 3′-ends, respectively. In the presence of initiator **I**, hairpin **H~1~** opens by a toehold-mediated strand displacement mechanism, giving rise to the formation of hybrid **I--H~1~**. The resulting single-stranded domain c--b\* (red) opens hairpin **H~2~** by hybridizing with domain b--c\*, yielding an intermediate structure **I--H~1~·H~2~** that includes the same exposed domain b\*--a\* (green) as initiator **I**. This results in an autonomous cross-opening of hairpins **H~1~** and **H~2~** that brings the separated segments d and e into close proximity, leading to the assembly of dsDNA nanowires analogous to alternating copolymers and the concomitant formation of tandem adjacent regions d and e. Thus, the **I**-stimulated HCR-1 leads to the formation of chains of the successively reconstituted d--e (blue) colocalized structure **T**. In the subsequent transducer downstream HCR-2 with **H~3~**, **H~4~**, **H~5~** and **H~6~**, segments e and d act as a toehold and a branch-migration domain, respectively. The downstream HCR-2 system consists of four DNA hairpins **H~3~**, **H~4~**, **H~5~** and **H~6~**. **H~3~** includes the sequence e\*--d\* (pink) that can recognize and hybridize with the colocalized structure **T**. **H~4~** includes domain d\*--f\* (purple) that is complementary to the sequence f--d (pink) of hairpin **H~3~** while **H~5~** includes domain g\*--d\* (pink) that is complementary to the sequence d--g (purple) of hairpin **H~4~**. **H~6~** consists of sequence d\*--h\* (purple) that is complementary to the sequence h--d of hairpin **H~5~**. **H~6~** also includes sequence d--e (purple) that is an analog sequence of the colocalized structure **T**. In addition, **H~3~** is functionalized at its 3′-end with a fluorescence acceptor (TAMRA) while **H~5~** is functionalized at its 5′-end with a fluorescence donor (FAM). Upon the formation of the tandem repeated structure **T** through the aforementioned upstream HCR-1 system, segment e docks to the toehold e\* of **H~3~**, leading to a toehold-mediated strand displacement that opens TAMRA-labelled **H~3~** with the formation of an intermediate **T--H~3~** structure. The exposed domain f of **T--H~3~** acts as a toehold to bind **H~4~** to yield intermediate structure **T--H~3~·H~4~**. Then **H~4~** is opened *via* branch migration, releasing hidden single-stranded region d-g, facilitating its hybridization with FAM-labelled **H~5~** and producing an intermediate **T--H~3~·H~4~·H~5~** hybrid. This brings the two fluorophores (FAM and TAMRA) into close proximity and enables the Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) process (Fig. S1, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The single-stranded sequence h--d of the opened **H~5~** again binds and unfolds **H~6~** to construct an intermediate **T--H~3~·H~4~·H~5~·H~6~** hybrid, restoring an exposed single-stranded sequence d--e in **H~6~** with an analog sequence of the colocalized structure **T**. Thus the exposed sequence of **H~6~** again opens **H~3~** and leads to HCR-2-involved multiple assembly of **H~3~**, **H~4~**, **H~5~** and **H~6~** into long dsDNA copolymers on the backbone of HCR-1-derived nanowires (detailed see Fig. S2 of ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

![Scheme of the isothermal concatenated hybridization chain reaction (C-HCR) circuit.](c7sc03939e-f1){#fig1}

In short, the upstream HCR-1-triggered repeating multiple cross-hybridization of **H~1~** and **H~2~** leads to the formation of a tandem DNA structure that offers an accessible stage for a downstream HCR-2-motivated cyclic sequential hybridization between **H~3~**, **H~4~**, **H~5~** and **H~6~**, accelerating the construction of a frond-like dsDNA copolymer structure (Fig. S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Each **H~1~--H~2~** pair hybridization event produces one HCR-2 copolymeric dsDNA nanowire and each **H~3~--H~4~--H~5~--H~6~** hybridization event leads to one FRET signal generation. The initial **I**-triggered cross-opening of **H~1~** and **H~2~** (upstream HCR-1) produces a long nicked concatemer dsDNA nanowire carrying numerous **T** for triggering downstream HCR-2. The subsequent alternating hybridization of **H~3~**, **H~4~**, **H~5~** and **H~6~** with **T** yields the long DNA concatemer carrying a large number of adjacent FAM and TAMRA fluorophore pair, producing a remarkable FRET signal. The isothermal C-HCR is kinetically impeded and stays metastable without initiator, due to the closed formation of the hairpin stems. The synergistic effect of HCR-1 and HCR-2 thus generates significantly amplified readout signal for highly sensitive detection of the analyte. A homogeneous FRET-based mechanism provides a feasible approach for precise detection.

In order to eliminate the frustrating false-positive signal from C-HCR, all these hairpin species, key components of C-HCR, should not interact with each other until a specific analyte is introduced. The unique programmable nature of the loop-stem hairpin structures paves the way for accurate analyte assay. In a primary design, the single-stranded tether sequences e and d of **H~2~** were theoretically (by Mfold software)[@cit53] and experimentally optimized to avoid a possible signal leakage from upstream HCR-1 to downstream HCR-2 (Table S1, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). It is necessary to protect the toehold or/and binding regions of output sequences of upstream HCR-1 in order to prevent their possible interactions with downstream HCR-2 before exposure. It was found that caging partial sequence d into the stem region of **H~2~** could dramatically decrease the signal leakage from upstream HCR-1 to downstream HCR-2 while maintain the high performance of the present C-HCR amplifier (Fig. S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The proof-of-concept demonstration of the proposed C-HCR-mediated signal amplification strategy was first examined. As shown in [Fig. 2(A)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the C-HCR mixture of **H~1~** + **H~2~** + **H~3~** + **H~4~** + **H~5~** + **H~6~** shows no fluorescence change (curve a), indicating these hairpins are metastable and no obvious signal leakage (spontaneous cascaded hybridization chain reactions) can happen. A **T**-analog structure (**T~I~**/**T~II~**/**T~III~**) encoding with sequence e--d was designed for specifically triggering HCR-2 scheme (Fig. S2[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). An apparent decrease of fluorescence intensity was observed, curve b of [Fig. 2(A)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, basically due to the implementation of downstream HCR-2 (trigger-mediated successive opening of HCR-2 mixture of **H~3~** + **H~4~** + **H~5~** + **H~6~**) as discussed previously. Such phenomena also imply that **H~1~** and **H~2~**, the indispensable components of upstream HCR-1, have no side effect on downstream HCR-2 process of C-HCR circuit. However, when the same amount of initiator **I** (compared with trigger **T**) was incubated with the intact C-HCR mixture as described above, a dramatically decreased fluorescence was observed and it leveled off after *ca.* 2 h, curve c of [Fig. 2(A)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Accordingly, the resulting fluorescence spectra were monitored and recorded after 2 h (Fig. S5[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This tremendous decreased fluorescence of **I**-triggered C-HCR is attributed to the upstream HCR-1 that produced a long tandem repeated dsDNA copolymer, consisting of numerous colocalized trigger **T**, and the subsequent **T**-mediated downstream HCR-2 that dominates the cyclic **H~3~--H~4~--H~5~--H~6~** hybridization and the amplified FRET signal generation. It should be noted that it is a characteristic HCR system (HCR-2 circuit) when the C-HCR mixture was incubated with trigger **T** only since then the downstream HCR-2 is merely activated to transduce the readout signal and the upstream HCR-1 is not involved in this process. The present C-HCR strategy showed an enormous fluorescence response over conventional HCR, indicating an enhanced signal amplification efficacy of the C-HCR amplifier over traditional HCR scheme. These results shown here clearly demonstrate the successful implementation of C-HCR amplifier and the significant signal enhancement capacity of our proposed sensing platform. Control experiments show that no significant fluorescence changes were observed by subtracting **H~1~** or **H~2~** from upstream HCR-1 or by subtracting **H~4~** or **H~6~** from downstream HCR-2 (Fig. S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This clearly indicates that C-HCR leads to the sequential and successive cross-opening of the corresponding hairpin mixtures and the effective FRET generation. Evidently, the C-HCR is only activated in the presence of both upstream HCR-1- and downstream HCR-2-involved hairpin mixtures. Noted that the **H~6~**-excluded C-HCR system represents a characteristic traditional HCR through the stoichiometric FRET readout of HCR-1 scheme (Fig. S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}), which shows a much lower signal amplification efficacy as compared with the present C-HCR amplifier. Target signaling occurs in a multiple reaction ratio (1 : *N*) in the conventional HCR, whereas one target yields quadratic signal amplification (1 : *N*^2^) in the newly developed C-HCR amplifier, facilitating the amplified detection of trace amount of target.

![(A) Time-dependent fluorescence changes of the C-HCR circuit shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} without analyte (a) and upon analyzing 50 nM **T** (b) or 50 nM **I** (c). (B) Fluorescence spectra generated by the C-HCR circuit upon analyzing different concentrations of **I**: (a) 0, (b) 1 × 10^--11^, (c) 5 × 10^--11^, (d) 1 × 10^--10^, (e) 5 × 10^--10^, (f) 1 × 10^--9^, (g) 5 × 10^--9^, (h) 1 × 10^--8^, (i) 5 × 10^--8^, and (j) 1 × 10^--7^ M. Inset: resulting calibration curve. (C) Calibration curves of C-HCR (a) and the conventional HCR (b) systems upon analyzing different concentrations of **I**. (D) Fluorescence spectra generated by the C-HCR system upon analysis of different analytes: (a) **I**, 10 nM, (b) **I~A~**, 10 nM, (c) **I~B~**, 10 nM, (d) **I~C~**, 10 nM, (e) no analyte. Inset: summary of the results of fluorescence spectra at *λ* = 520 nm. The respective system was carried out in reaction buffer for a fixed time interval of 2 h. *F*~0~ represents the original fluorescence intensity. Error bars were derived from *n* = 5 experiments.](c7sc03939e-f2){#fig2}

Based on these aforementioned convincing results, it is evident the current C-HCR circuit as illustrated in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} can be utilized for the amplified detection of initiator DNA. Accordingly, the C-HCR system was applied for analyzing different concentrations of initiator **I**, by recording the fluorescence spectra after a fixed time interval of 2 h ([Fig. 2(B)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A substantial decrease of fluorescence intensities was observed as the concentration of initiator **I** increased, consistent with the enhanced formation of long tandem DNA nanowires and the efficient generation of FRET signals. From the derived calibration curve ([Fig. 2(B)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} inset), the detection limit corresponds to 3 pM for the homogeneous C-HCR strategy according to the 3*σ* calculation method. The performance of the **H~6~**-excluded C-HCR system (as conventional HCR control) was also examined for analyzing the same initiator of varied concentrations under the same reaction conditions ([Fig. 2(C)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). A dramatically lower signal response was observed for conventional HCR control, which was reasonable since the amplification efficacy of the C-HCR circuit (1/*N*^2^) was overwhelmingly enhanced over that of the traditional HCR (1/*N*) system.

The C-HCR-amplified detection platform shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} is not only sensitive, but also selective. To evaluate this property, initiator **I** and the sequences of the one-, two-, and three-base mutations **I~A~**, **I~B~**, and **I~C~** were examined to elucidate the selectivity of the present C-HCR amplifier (for detailed kinetics analysis, see Fig. S7 of ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). [Fig. 2(D)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the fluorescence spectra generated by the analytical platform shown in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} upon analyzing 10 nM of initiator **I**, and its one-, two-, and three-base mutants **I~A~**, **I~B~** and **I~C~**, respectively. [Fig. 2(D)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, curve e shows the fluorescence spectra (background fluorescence) of the C-HCR sensing platform in the absence of the analyte. It is obvious that the two-base and three-base mismatched analytes **I~B~** (curve c) and **I~C~** (curve d) show fluorescence intensities that are almost identical to the background signal of the system. Also, the single-base mismatched analyte **I~A~** (curve b) can be easily discriminated from initiator **I** (curve a), implying that the system reveals high selectivity. These results clearly demonstrate the high selectivity of the present C-HCR strategy.

Native electrophoretic experiment were utilized to prove the whole working principle in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. To verify whether the C-HCR proceeded as designed, each layer of the C-HCR circuit, upstream HCR-1 and downstream HCR-2, was first validated separately. As indicated in [Fig. 3(A)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the bands of monomer hairpins became weakened and even vanished while many bright bands with a maximum size of tens of thousands of base-pairs were obtained for upstream HCR-1 or downstream HCR-2 when their respective hairpin mixtures were incubated with their corresponding trigger DNAs. Gel electrophoresis was further utilized to confirm the performance of the C-HCR circuit. We can observe that no new band emerged for C-HCR hairpin mixture, while many bright bands appeared by introducing their respective trigger DNAs into their corresponding hairpin mixtures. These results demonstrate that the upstream HCR-1, downstream HCR-2 or concatenated HCR-1/HCR-2 (C-HCR) can only be triggered by their respective initiators, yielding dsDNA supramolecular structures composed of hundreds of the corresponding hairpin components. This evidences the production of high-molecular-weight dsDNA products and indicates the potential of C-HCR for amplified bioanalysis. These gel electrophoresis results are in good agreement with those of fluorescence experiments shown in [Fig. 2(A)](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and S2.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} Furthermore, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was utilized for characterizing the C-HCR-involved branched dsDNA copolymers. Initiator-triggered HCR-1 results in tandem colocalized triggers for downstream HCR-2 that mediates the assembly of branched dsDNA nanochains on the backbone of upstream HCR-1-generated copolymeric dsDNA nanostructures. This leads to the formation of frond-like branched dsDNA nanowires. [Fig. 3(B)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows AFM image of the C-HCR-motivated dsDNA nanochains (more see Fig. S8, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). As expected, micrometer-long branched DNA copolymeric nanowires are observed with the height of ∼1.5 nm ([Fig. 3(B)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} inset), corresponding to the height of a characteristic dsDNA. Some of the chains form bundles, which presumably originates from cross-interaction of the exposed single stranded DNAs (ssDNAs) associated with different chains. Only tiny spots of hairpin monomers without any assembled product were observed for C-HCR system without initiator (as a negative control, [Fig. 3(C)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, AFM imaging of the same initiator-triggered HCR-1 shows long linear dsDNA structures (as a positive control, [Fig. 3(D)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), validating the underlying reaction mechanism of our proposed C-HCR system.

![(A) Native gel electrophoresis characterization of C-HCR and its individual upstream HCR-1 and downstream HCR-2 systems. The "+" and "--" denote the presence and absence of the corresponding DNA components, respectively. (B) AFM image and cross-section analysis of the resulting C-HCR-motivated dsDNA branched nanowires. (C) AFM characterization of the C-HCR system without initiator. (D) AFM image of HCR-1-motivated linear dsDNA nanowires. For detailed experimental conditions see Experimental section.](c7sc03939e-f3){#fig3}

It should be noted that the isothermal C-HCR amplifier represents an optimized sensing platform. The C-HCR strategy can be easily adapted to analyze other nucleic acid targets without further significant optimization of the established system. This was exemplified with the analysis of microRNA (miRNA) by using microRNA-21 (miR-21) as the model target. Abundant miR-21 is overexpressed in a wide range of human cancers[@cit54]--[@cit56] and has been recognized as an important oncogenic miRNA.[@cit57] As shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, a "helper" hairpin **H~7~** was introduced into C-HCR amplifier to recognize miR-21, and upon opening, it activated the sequential cross-opening of the C-HCR hairpins mixture, giving rise to the assembly of highly branched dsDNA nanowires. Fig. S9(A)[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} depicts the time-dependent fluorescence changes upon analysis of different concentrations of miR-21 and [Fig. 5(A)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} depicts the resulting fluorescence spectra after a fixed time interval of 2 h. From the derived calibration curve ([Fig. 5(A)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} inset), the system enabled the sensitive detection of miR-21 with a detection limit that corresponded to 3 pM, which is comparable to and even lower than most of the enzyme-free sensing platforms (Table S3, ESI[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). This indicates that the C-HCR scheme can be used as a general amplification module with the aid of a sensing module (foreign helper DNA), and is specifically suitable for amplified detection of low abundant analyte in a simple 'plug-and-play' format.

![Schematic representation of the general analyte-sensing platform by introducing a sensing module consisting of a foreign helper DNA **H~7~** into the well-established C-HCR circuit.](c7sc03939e-f4){#fig4}

![(A) Fluorescence spectra generated by the updated C-HCR-amplifier outlined in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} upon analyzing different concentrations of miR-21: (a) 0, (b) 1 × 10^--11^, (c) 5 × 10^--11^, (d) 1 × 10^--10^, (e) 5 × 10^--10^, (f) 1 × 10^--9^, (g) 5 × 10^--9^, (h) 1 × 10^--8^, (i) 5 × 10^--8^, and (j) 1 × 10^--7^ M. Inset: resulting calibration curve. (B) Fluorescence spectra generated by the updated C-HCR system upon analyzing different analytes: (a) no analyte, (b) β-actin mRNA, 10 nM, (c) let-7a, 10 nM, (d) son DNA, 10 nM, and (e) miR-21, 10 nM. Inset: summary of the fluorescence spectra at *λ* = 520 nm. (C) Time-dependent fluorescence changes (at *λ* = 520 nm) of C-HCR system upon analyzing miR-21 in different serum solutions: (a) 0 M miR-21 in buffer, (b) 10 nM miR-21 in buffer, (a′) 0 nM miR-21 in 5% serum, (b′) 10 nM miR-21 in 5% serum, (a′′) 0 nM miR-21 in 10% serum, and (b′′) 10 nM miR-21 in 10% serum. (D) Summary of the fluorescence intensity changes (at *λ* = 520 nm) as shown in (C). The system consisting of **H~1~** + **H~2~** + **H~3~** + **H~4~** + **H~5~** + **H~6~** mixture (200 nM each) and a "helper" hairpin **H~7~** (50 nM) was carried out for a fixed time interval of 2 h. *F*~0~ represents the original fluorescence intensity. Error bars were derived from *n* = 5 experiments.](c7sc03939e-f5){#fig5}

To evaluate the specificity of the present microRNA detection system, we challenged the updated C-HCR circuit with a series of interfering nucleic acids: β-actin mRNA, son DNA and let-7a miRNA. Fig. S9(B)[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} depicts the time-dependent fluorescence changes upon analyzing 10 nM miR-21 and its control nucleic acids: β-actin mRNA, son DNA and let-7a miRNA. [Fig. 5(B)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the fluorescence spectra generated by the sensing platform shown in [Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} after a fixed time interval of 2 h. One may realize that the fluorescence intensities generated by the different interfering nucleic acids are very close to the background signal of the system (in the absence of analyte). This comparison clearly demonstrates that the C-HCR amplifier reveals high selectivity against other control nucleic acids and can offer potential applications to discriminate target miRNA from biological interference sequences. We have further examined the possibility to implement the homogeneous C-HCR sensing platform under biological conditions, *e.g.*, serum samples. Human serum samples were diluted with buffer and analyzed by the C-HCR amplifier. [Fig. 5(C)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} outlines the time-dependent fluorescence changes upon analyzing 10 nM miR-21 in 5% and 10% human serum samples. One may realize that target can be detected without obvious interference in real samples. These results show good agreement with that of the serum-free sensing environment ([Fig. 5(D)](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), indicating an acceptable accuracy of the C-HCR system for analytes quantification in complex biological fluids.

The modular and effective amplification features of the homogeneous C-HCR system not only facilitate the accurate quantification of analyte in diluted serum, but also enable *in situ* intracellular imaging and monitoring of the cellular analyte in living cells. We then applied the aforementioned miR-21-targeting C-HCR system to investigate the miR-21 expression levels in different mammalian cells by confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). To ensure the biostability of hairpin probes in cell culture medium, the DNA hairpin probes were synthesized with phosphorothioate bonds for C-HCR imaging (detailed see Table S2[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Moreover, to avoid undesired interfere from the complex intracellular environment, here the fluorescence emission ratio of acceptor to donor (*F*~A~/*F*~D~) was adopted as the detecting FRET signal to analyze microRNA in living cells ([Fig. 6(A)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Statistical histogram analysis of the relative fluorescence intensity (*F*~A~/*F*~D~) of the C-HCR imaging system was shown in [Fig. 6(B)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. MCF-7 cells, known to express relatively high levels of miR-21, were first chosen as a model system for studying the capacity of C-HCR-mediated intracellular imaging in living cells. The aforementioned miR-21-targeting C-HCR system was transfected into MCF-7 cells *via* lipofectamine 3000, and incubated with cells at 37 °C for 2 h. An intense FRET signal was observed, indicating a high miR-21 expression level in live MCF-7 cells, and the C-HCR platform offered distinct localization signals in each cell (sample a of [Fig. 6(A), (B)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, and S10[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Meanwhile, an amplified efficiency of the present C-HCR-imaging system was further demonstrated by using control experiments that expelled one of the non-fluorophore-labelled hairpin probes from the C-HCR imaging system. No significant FRET signal was observed for **H~1~**-, **H~2~**- or **H~4~**-excluded C-HCR system (Fig. S11[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) while a slight change of the FRET signal was revealed for conventional HCR imaging scheme (**H~6~**-excluded C-HCR imaging strategy), indicating the profound amplification nature of the present C-HCR imaging platform inside living cells (sample b of [Fig. 6(A) and (B)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). It shows a good agreement with that of fluorescence experiments (Fig. S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). To evaluate the effectiveness of the C-HCR imaging system in cells with different miR-21 expression profiles, the present strategy was then carried out on different cell types and controls. Scarcely no FRET signal was observed when the miR-21 expression was knocked down by introducing an anti-miRNA antisense inhibitor oligonucleotide into MCF-7 cells (sample c of [Fig. 6(A) and (B)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the C-HCR system can discriminate microRNA of different expression levels in living cancer cells. To further verify the robustness of our C-HCR imaging system for monitoring low expression levels of miRNA target, HeLa cells, exhibiting a relatively low miR-21 expression, were analyzed and indeed showed a comparably reduced generation of FRET signal (sample d of [Fig. 6(A) and (B)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Clearly, the C-HCR imaging system could easily distinguish different cells with distinct miRNA expression levels. Moreover, the FRET efficiency of the C-HCR intracellular imaging system was measured and acquired by a conventional acceptor-photo-bleaching technique (Fig. S12[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). A mean FRET efficiency of 0.62 was obtained from the C-HCR-imaging system by confocal laser scanning microscopy measurements ([Fig. 6(C)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These results clearly demonstrate that the C-HCR imaging system indeed offers a programmable and efficient amplification toolbox for analyzing miRNA of interest in living cells, in real-time. It should be noted that the molecularly engineered C-HCR system, in principle, can improve the concomitant signal amplification and accurate localization of the target analyte as compared with the traditional HCR (Fig. S11[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}) and CHA-HCR systems. The distinct diffusion efficiency between the C-HCR monomers and C-HCR polymers leads to the construction of a compact hierarchical DNA nanostructure and to the distinct FRET signal generation. The inherited and infinite layer features of multilayered C-HCR are anticipated to further strengthen the programmable and robust construction of hierarchical DNA nanostructures of higher orders. With further molecular engineering and the aid of multiplexed fluorophore-labels, this homogeneous C-HCR amplifier is anticipated to realize simultaneous and quantitative imaging of multiple RNA targets in living cells.[@cit49],[@cit58] Given the fact that other powerful affinity probes, *e.g.*, aptamers, could be easily adapted into the present C-HCR sensing strategy, the C-HCR imaging system is envisaged to play an important role in monitoring other small metabolites and cellular proteins targets inside living cells. The capability to visualize and localize lowly expressed endogenous RNA of interest in living cells may offer new possibilities for early cancer diagnosis and therapeutic intervention.

![(A) Living cell analysis of miR-21 based on C-HCR or HCR strategy and FRET transduction (in the form of *F*~A~/*F*~D~). Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) imaging of miR-21 in (a) routine MCF-7 live cells by C-HCR amplifier, (b) routine MCF-7 live cells by conventional HCR amplifier (**H~6~**-excluded C-HCR), (c) MCF-7 live cells treated with a chemically modified miR-21 inhibitor by C-HCR amplifier, and (d) HeLa live cells by C-HCR amplifier. All of the aforementioned living cells were transfected and incubated with miR-21-targeting C-HCR mixture at 37 °C for 2 h. All scale bars correspond to 20 μm. (B) Statistical histogram analysis of the relative fluorescence intensity (*F*~A~/*F*~D~) of the above four cell samples through C-HCR imaging system. (C) Determination of the FRET efficiency of the C-HCR-imaging system collected from a large number of MCF-7 living cells.](c7sc03939e-f6){#fig6}

Conclusions
===========

We have developed an isothermal enzyme-free concatenated hybridization chain reaction (C-HCR) strategy for constructing a robust and versatile signal amplification platform and for engineering an *in situ* intracellular imaging system. Initiator-induced upstream HCR-1 results in dsDNA copolymer consisting of tandem colocalized trigger DNAs for downstream HCR-2 that assembles polymeric dsDNA nanowires on the backbone of upstream HCR-1 nanochains. The novel C-HCR scheme mediates the formation of frond-like branched dsDNA nanowires and continually brings two fluorophores into close proximity, leading to the generation of an amplified FRET signal. By taking advantage of the signal amplification features of synergistic HCRs, the C-HCR system enables the amplified detection of target with substantial signal enhancement capacity. It can also discriminate target DNA from its one-, two-, and three-base mutation sequences. The homogeneous C-HCR system can be utilized as a general sensing platform and easily be adapt for analyzing other biologically important analytes by introducing a sensing module consisting of a foreign helper DNA. This easy-to-integrate 'plug-and-play' amplification scheme was further applied for highly sensitive and selective detection of miR-21 down to 3 pM in buffer, as well as in human serum. In addition, the molecularly engineered C-HCR was successfully adapted for highly efficient and accurate miRNA imaging in living cells. The C-HCR imaging system is proved to enable a precise signal localization at single cell level, resulting in an enzyme-free amplified detection of lowly expressed, short RNA targets in real time. The C-HCR amplifier can be easily adapted as a general imaging system for other endogenous targets of interest by simply reconfiguring and engineering the existing C-HCR sensing module consisting of a foreigner recognition probe. The inheritance of C-HCR sequential hybridization features contribute to the amplified detection of any desired endogenous RNAs in living cells *in situ*. The flexible and programmable nature of homogeneous C-HCR circuit provides a versatile and robust toolbox to probe different native RNAs in living cells in real time, which we believe can be implemented for potential bioengineering and synthetic biology applications.

Experimental
============

Materials
---------

4-(2-Hydroxyethyl)piperazine-1 ethanesulfonic acid sodium salt (HEPES), (3-aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane (APTES), *N*,*N*-diisopropylethylamine (DIPEA), penicillin-streptomycin, sodium chloride and magnesium chloride were of analytical grade and were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (MO, USA) unless otherwise indicated. The DNA marker, GelRed, fetal bovine serum (FBS) and Lipofectamine 3000 transfection Reagent were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) was purchased from HyClone (Logan, Utah, USA). MCF-7 cells and HeLa cells were obtained from Shanghai Institutes for Biological Sciences (SIBS). Trypsin was purchased from Genview (USA). Human serum samples were kindly donated by healthy volunteers. All oligonucleotides were custom-designed and then synthesized by Sangon Biotech. Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). They were HPLC-purified and freeze-dried by the company. They were used as provided and diluted in 20 mM phosphate buffer (PB, pH 7.0) to give stock solution of 100 μM. Tables S1 and S2[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} depicts the sequences of the oligonucleotides used in the study. All solutions were prepared using ultrapure water, which was obtained through a Millipore Milli-Q water purification system with an electric resistance \>18.2 MΩ cm. Atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever (SCANASYST-AIR) was purchased from Bruker (Camarilla, CA).

Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
-----------------------------------------

For DNA copolymer samples used for gel electrophoresis assay, 20 nM of initiators (**I** for HCR-1 and C-HCR, **T** for HCR-2) were incubated with 200 nM of their corresponding hairpin mixtures (**H~1~** + **H~2~** for HCR-1, **H~3~** + **H~4~** + **H~5~** + **H~6~** for HCR-2, and **H~1~** + **H~2~** + **H~3~** + **H~4~** + **H~5~** + **H~6~** for C-HCR) in reaction buffer (10 mM HEPES, 1 M NaCl, 50 mM MgCl~2~, pH 7.2) for 2 h at 25 °C. Then each of the samples was mixed with loading buffer and loaded into the notches of the freshly prepared 12% native polyacrylamide gel. Electrophoresis was performed at a constant voltage of 120 V in 1 × TBE buffer (89 mM Tris, 89 mM boric acid, 2.0 mM EDTA, pH 8.3) for 3 h. The gel was then stained with GelRed and imaged by FluorChem FC3 (ProteinSimple, USA) under 365 nm UV irradiation.

AFM characterization
--------------------

For AFM characterization of the C-HCR-motivated branched dsDNA copolymers, the sample was prepared in reaction buffer (10 mM HEPES, 1 M NaCl, 50 mM MgCl~2~, pH 7.2) that contained **H~1~** + **H~2~** + **H~3~** + **H~4~** + **H~5~** + **H~6~** (200 nM each) and initiator **I** (20 nM). The HCR-1 mixture consisting of **H~1~** + **H~2~** (200 nM each) and initiator **I** (20 nM) was carried out in reaction buffer (10 mM HEPES, 1 M NaCl, 50 mM MgCl~2~, pH 7.2) for a fixed time interval of 2 h. Mica was modified to bear positive charges on its surface for sample loading and imaging. Briefly, the desiccator was filled with argon gas. APTES and DIPEA were separately placed on the bottom of the desiccator with a volume ratio of 3 : 1. The freshly cleaved mica was reacted with the evaporated chemicals in the desiccator for 2 h. The DNA sample was diluted and deposited on the modified mica for 15 min to allow its adsorption on the mica surface, followed by its rinsing with water and drying under a stream of nitrogen. The prepared sample was scanned in tapping mode by Multimode 8 Atomic Force Microscope with a NanoScope V controller (Bruker Inc.). The silicon tips used for AFM analysis were SCANASYST-AIR (tip radius: ∼2 nm; resonance frequency: ∼70 kHz; spring constant: ∼0.4 N m^--1^; length: 115 μm; width: 25 μm).

Construction of C-HCR for signal amplification
----------------------------------------------

All the assays were prepared in reaction buffer (10 mM HEPES, 1 M NaCl, 50 mM MgCl~2~, pH 7.2). Each DNA hairpin (4 μM) was heated to 95 °C for 5 min and then allowed to cool to room temperature (25 °C) for at least 2 h before use. For sensitive detection of DNA by means of DNA-triggered C-HCR, DNA analyte was introduced into the **H~1~** + **H~2~** + **H~3~** + **H~4~** + **H~5~** + **H~6~** mixtures (200 nM each) to initiate the self-assembly process at 25 °C. For amplified detection of miR-21 by means of C-HCR-amplifier, miR-21 was introduced into the mixtures of "helper" hairpin **H~7~** (50 nM) and **H~1~** + **H~2~** + **H~3~** + **H~4~** + **H~5~** + **H~6~** (200 nM each) to initiate the self-assembly process at 25 °C. Unless specifically indicated, all of the control experiments were performed without changing the concentration of DNA except subtracting the unwanted oligonucleotides from the mixtures. Subsequently, the time-dependent fluorescence measurements were performed and monitored spectroscopically by using a Cary Eclipse spectrometer (Varian Inc) at 25 °C. The emission spectra were acquired by exciting the samples at 490 nm, and the resulting fluorescence spectra were collected from 505 to 650 nm. The kinetically monitoring the fluorescence intensity changes were recorded at a fixed wavelength of 520 nm upon exciting the system at *λ* = 490 nm. *F*~0~ represents the original fluorescence intensity.

Cell culture and transfection for C-HCR-imaging system
------------------------------------------------------

Human breast cancer cells (MCF-7) and cervical cancer cells (HeLa) were grown in Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) containing 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin at 37 °C in 5% CO~2~ atmosphere. Cells were plated with a DMEM medium (1.0 mL) for 12 h in glass bottom culture dishes. The miR-21-targeting C-HCR mixture containing **H~7~** (0.1 nmol) and **H~1~** + **H~2~** + **H~3~** + **H~4~** + **H~5~** + **H~6~** (0.2 nmol each) was prepared in Opti-MEM (200 μL), and then mixed with lipofectamine 3000 (6 μL) dispersed in Opti-MEM (200 μL) for 5 min. Then the plated cells were transfected with the ∼400 μL mixture supplied with 80 μL FBS at 37 °C for 2 h. Afterwards, the cultured cells were washed three times with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and transferred to a freshly prepared DMEM medium (1.0 mL) containing 10% FBS for confocal laser scanning microscopy observations. For anti-miRNA antisense inhibiter oligonucleotide experiment, MCF-7 cell was transfected with inhibiter oligonucleotide (final concentration, 100 nM) for 1 h, followed by transfection and incubation with the C-HCR system as described above for 2 h.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) characterization
----------------------------------------------------------

All cellular fluorescence images were collected with Leica TCS-SP8 laser scanning confocal microscopy system. A series of FRET, donor and acceptor filters was arranged to detect the following signals: donor fluorescence, acceptor fluorescence from external excitation and FRET stimulation. An external 488 nm excitation with an accompanying emission ranging from 500 to 550 nm was selected for the green channel of fluorophore (FAM) donor. The external 488 nm FRET stimulation with an accompanying emission signal collection ranging from 570 to 630 nm was selected for the yellow channel of fluorophore (TAMRA) acceptor. An external 561 nm excitation with an accompanying emission ranging from 570 to 630 nm was chosen for the red channel of TAMRA fluorophore. All images were developed at 63.0 × 1.40 objective with oil. The FRET signal was denoted as the fluorescence emission ratio of acceptor to donor (*F*~A~/*F*~D~) in intracellular imaging systems upon an external 488 nm stimulation. The respective fluorescence (*F*~A~ and *F*~D~) signals of different cells were acquired by integrating the fluorescence images of the corresponding samples. To achieve a reliable quantitative FRET readout, the background FRET signal, originating from solely FAM or TAMRA fluorophore, was subtracted from each of the samples. All FRET images of the living cells were normalized by using ImageJ and Fiji softwares.
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